Smoke Tomorrow's better cigarette* Today -
Enjoy a Cool Mildness never possible before!

Chesterfield
* Made with AccuRay
Little U. N.
The conference of the Inter-Collegiate Association, held here this past weekend, saw the conversation of all but four of the 20 New York State Teachers Colleges. In an attempt to achieve a unity between them, they discussed problems common to all of them and searched for solutions. By exchanging ideas and suggestions and working together, each college can benefit one another and the group as a whole.

As a result of the conference, ICA was not a very active organization, but this meeting went a long way to strengthen the association. We hope to have a stronger group in the future.

Another Season...
Wednesday of this week saw the beginning of the 1955-56 sorority rushing season. From now until the middle of February the seven social organizations will be meeting at each other's house, competing with each other for the "vroom of the crop" in the Class of 1959. Armed with a set of cooking rules, a memory for names and faces and their bright colored badges, they will be engaged upon this task.

The purpose of the meeting is to convince the freshmen that the sorority houses are a good place to live. In weighing the advantages against the disadvantages, the students save providing Junior and Senior members with a bit of their purpose, spirit, usefulness - call it what you will. It is something in Shakespeare after all you freshmen and do your best to convince you of this.
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Society is sponsoring a “Buck Social” and refreshments. The groups throughout the Capital District will be led by a five-piece student organized band, entertainment, dance contests, and the evening will include dancing. The Sophomore class selected Eileen O’Brien as their fifteenth representative.

Veterans Sponsor First Back Social

The Student Veterans Association sponsored a First Back Social yesterday afternoon. The evening will include dancing, entertainment, and refreshments. The Sophomore class selected Eileen O’Brien as their fifteenth representative.

Ecclesiastics Plan Lectures, Tour For Weekend
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